Now in its 82nd year, ULM has achieved extraordinary progress. Follow us as we achieve . . .
ULM is home to the state’s only concentration in Unmanned Aircraft Systems

U.S. News and World Report ranks ULM in the Top Online Graduate Education Programs

NASA awards Education and Human Development a $22,500 grant to fund academic outreach programs as part of NASA’s Summer of Innovation

Child Development Center receives fifth consecutive 5-star rating — the highest rating in the state for Child Development and Early Learning Centers

Dr. Diana Greenlee is the Louisiana Archaeologist of the Year

ULM unveils the Carbon Flux Tower — capable of continuously monitoring carbon dioxide concentrations in a large area. This is the first tower of its kind in Louisiana

The Association of Collegiate Anglers names ULM Fishing Team School of the Year

ULM Speech-Language Pathology students surpass national average, earn perfect scores the PRAXIS exam for the seventh consecutive semester

Dr. Khalid El Sayed receives the drug discovery innovation award from pharmaceutical company Eli Lilly

The National Cancer Institute awards ULM pharmacy professor Dr. Yong Yu Liu over $310,000 for breast cancer research

Jaden Leach is Miss Louisiana 2013, making her the fourth ULM student in five years to win the title
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